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Introduction Hypotheses Sample & Method
- Modern business is shaped by significant 
exogeneous shocks [1]
- Contemporary research on Venture Capitalists 
(VCs) has looked at sector changes in investment 
strategies, but not geographical area [2]
- AIM: Understand how major shocks and crises 
impact the geographical areas where VCs invest
Findings Discussion
Findings for CA VCs show a significantly shorter distance or distance decrease before and during the shock, followed by a distance 
increase after. MA and NY VCs saw similar patterns, though with weaker effects. VCs in other states witnessed significantly greater 
distance before the crisis, but this distance decreased during and after the crisis.
- Findings show that VC geographic investment 
strategies vary for VC in hubs (NY, CA, MA) and 
elsewhere
- VCs in NY, MA and CA did reduce geographical 
scope of investment during the crisis, but pattern 
was short-term
- VC geographic investment scope increased after 
crisis
- Network theory suggests that VCs operating in 
established hubs may have superior networks in 
comparison to others, allowing them to recover 
from and expand after shocks 
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[H1] The distance between VCs and their 
investment targets decreases from pre-shock 
levels during and after a crisis. 
[H2] The distance between VCs and their 
investment targets increases from pre-shock 
levels during and after a crisis.
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